


Agenda

• Dawn Gregory (Sheffield Mutual) on origins of this
work

• The launch of The Mutual Way

• Rick Guttridge and Lucy Dobson (Smoking Gun) on
taking the campaign forward

• Teddy Nyahasha (OneFamily) on reinvigorating their
mutuality

• Q&A with our speakers



Dawn Gregory 
Sheffield Mutual





What will 
success look 
like?





Current signatories:

• Shepherds Friendly

• XX

• XX

• XX





Rick Guttridge and Lucy Dobson 
Smoking Gun PR





When we work together we win together

What problem are we trying to solve? What’s the brand promise? Guiding Principles
Tone of Voice

Not enough people are aware of mutuality as a 

concept. And even when they are - most think 

it’s a bit of a philosophical and nostalgic. We 

need to reposition mutuality in a progressive 

benefit led way

When we work together, we win 

together

Corporates are motivated by their 

own interests, not their customer.  

Our member model is built around 

shared interests, shared values 

and shared rewards - financial 

and emotional 

• Member first mentality

• Shared interests

• Rewarding relationships 

Uncompromising 

transparency

• Helping people thrive

• Open (approachable and 

inclusive)

• Emphatic (proud to champion 

the mutual way)

• Purposeful (we make good 

things happen)

• Dynamic (energised and 

progressive)

Our rallying cry: Everybody Wins



Toolkit 
Campaigns 

Press Office  

Everybody Wins

Helping put the AFM on the map with media with 

proactive campaigns
Arm members with assets to promote the benefits of 

mutuality with their own audiences - to engage, 

educate and inspire

Help modernise the AFM comms - so we are reacting to 

the media agenda, putting forward comment & content 

from the AFM & its members

Three pronged approach



Campaigns



Press Office



Toolkit contents

• Key Messaging

• Summary of recent research findings

• Tone 

• Audience pen portraits

• Static images

• Animation videos in various formats

• Examples of social media copy 





Static images & Social Media copy





Mutual Way Day

We need: Case studies of people you wouldn’t expect to use a mutual

A group of 43 financial services companies from 

across the UK have teamed up to spread the word 

about the benefits of mutuality after research 

revealed that many UK consumer have a low 

awareness, despite being aligned to the ethics and 

values of mutuals

We ask that you post content all on the same day in 

November using #themutualway Press release to media based recent research

Broadcast interviews for Martin based on the story





Teddy Nyahasha
OneFamily




